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Abstract—Cyber-physical systems (CPS) have been deployed
in many areas and have reached unprecedented levels of perfor-
mance and efficiency. However, the security and privacy problems
in CPS have not been properly addressed, e.g., the monitored
source location can be inferred by an attacker, which can
substantially undermine the reliability of CPS. Unfortunately, the
existing techniques to protect against the leakage of the source
location do not achieve an acceptable balance among source
location privacy, transmission delay, and energy consumption
to guarantee high reliability. To address this issue, we propose
an attacker location evaluation-based fake source scheduling
(FSSE) for source location privacy in CPS to enhance the privacy
level and maintain the system performance. The proposed FSSE
contains two main phases. The first, backbone construction,
is dependent on the probability of capture derived from the
communication information of self and neighboring nodes. This
phase aims to build a backbone to form a baseline with respect
to the source location privacy and transmission delay. The
second phase is fake message scheduling, which is established
to provide a tradeoff among privacy, transmission delay, and
communication overhead in terms of the hypothesized location
of the attacker by using stochastic processes. Through analysis
and simulation, we demonstrate that the proposed method has a
more stable privacy level and more efficient transmission delay
and energy consumption than the three compared algorithms, i.e.,
phantom routing (PR), tree-based diversionary routing (TDR)
and dynamic fake source selection (DFSS).

Index Terms—Cyber-physical systems, source location privacy,
fake source scheduling, attacker location evaluation, backbone
construction, first-passage time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CYBER-PHYSICAL systems (CPS) are sophisticated
control-computing hybrids that provide unprecedented

performance and efficiency. Usually, CPS refers to a new
generation of systems with integrated computational and phys-
ical capabilities that can achieve interconnection between the
physical world and cyberspace [1], [2]. CPS involve large-
scale application domains, such as smart grids, intelligent
healthcare, industrial control systems and aerospace systems
[3]–[6]. Specifically, industrial control systems (ICS) which
are broadly applied to smart manufacturing, are the most
common CPS. Fig.1 shows a simplified industrial/process
control system, which is also a kind of CPS.
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Fig. 1. A simplified case of a source location privacy attack in a CPS network.

Currently, the security and privacy of CPS is an essential
issue [7]. CPS are usually deployed in closed environments
that are disconnected from the public network. However, CPS
can still be infected by malicious software if the internal staff
of the company inserts an infected USB disk. A real case is
Stuxnet, which occurs in the energy network (e.g., power grid)
in the industrial world [8]. Thus, an attacker has access to the
current CPS network if any node, physical device or controller
is infected by malicious software. Specifically, the location of
the event source can be inferred by the attacker regardless of
the encryption strength.

Because many old machines are in use in factories, sensors
and actuators are deployed or directly embedded in physical
devices to collect data or control components. These sen-
sors and actuators compose the CPS network (wireless or
wire), in addition to the original CAN-bus between physical
devices. In Fig.1, A1 (Actuator) is very important in the
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current CPS network since it controls Valve 1 to adjust
the liquid flow from Container 1. Assume that A1 is the
source in the network at one moment. We can build a path
“A1→S1→A2→S2→A3→S3→A4→S4” for data forwarding.
Because the attacker can always monitor the network [9], he
can easily eavesdrop on the message on the path between
the source and the sink (controller in Fig.1). Afterward, the
attacker searches for the source from S4 to A1 using a back-
tracing mechanism. Once the location of A1 in the CPS
network is discovered, it may be maliciously attacked, which
can result in a major disaster. Note that the main target
of the attacker is to identify the location of the key node
and then damage the physical devices. Due to the limited
resources, real-time response, high fault tolerance and high
security, CPS requires significant non-functional real-time and
reliability attributes [10]. Consequently, the preservation of
source location privacy in CPS is quite challenging. A privacy-
aware routing protocol is urgently needed to achieve a high
level of location privacy and service quality.

Recently, a large number of privacy-preserving routing tech-
niques, which mainly adopt mechanisms of flooding, random
walk, network coding, fake source and dummy data, have been
proposed [11], [12]. Ozturk et al. [13] propose a flooding and
single-path routing protocol, namely, phantom routing (PR),
which aims to entice the attacker away from the source. In
PR, the delivery of every message experiences two phases,
i.e., a random walk and a subsequent flooding/single-path
routing. However, PR cannot provide stable privacy due to
the uncertainty of the random walk. Generally, the random
walk increases the transmission delay, and the flooding routing
aggravates the transmission overhead. Mehta et al. [14] present
a scheme of a fake source deployed for location protection, in
which one or more virtual sources are simulated to confuse
the attacker. However, the only information that is missing
is the exact number of fake sources under random selection,
which may cause asymmetrical distribution, energy holes, and
an unstable privacy level.

In this paper, we focus on privacy-aware routing using a
fake source mechanism in the CPS network. To improve the
performance and privacy of routing in most existing studies,
we propose an attacker location evaluation-based fake source
scheduling (FSSE) algorithm to address the source location
privacy in CPS. The FSSE consists of two parts: backbone
construction and fake message scheduling. First, backbone
construction builds a path from the source to the sink to deliver
the message while considering the number of adjacent nodes to
satisfy the given captured threshold. Subsequently, fake mes-
sage scheduling selects nodes as the fake source in terms of
their states and probable attacker position, in which the states
include the residual energy and the historical information of
neighbors. Specifically, the probable attacker position is eval-
uated by using stochastic process theory. Combined with the
probability obtained by the abovementioned information, the
node in the backbone can decide whether to be the fake source
and its duration via a stochastic strategy. Consequently, the
constructed backbone provides stable privacy compared with
the random walk mechanism, while fake message scheduling
establishes a distributed source location protection mode and

achieves a trade-off among privacy, latency, and overhead.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• Inspired by the distributed topology control, we propose

an attacker location evaluation-based fake source schedul-
ing (FSSE) method using stochastic processes theory. The
first phase of FSSE (i.e., backbone construction) ensures
the baseline level of privacy and efficient transmission,
while the second phase (i.e., fake message scheduling) is
a distributed mechanism for selecting the fake source to
broadcast a one-hop fake message confuse the attacker.
A trade-off among location privacy, transmission delay,
and communication overhead is achieved to optimize the
source location privacy and the network performance.

• We use stochastic process theory to evaluate the attacker
location and model the motion of the attacker, whose
motion model is proved to satisfy the Markov property.
Then, we formulate the state transition relationship of the
attackers and propose a distributed probability-based fake
message scheduling algorithm while considering the state
of the node.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we discuss the related work regarding the existing approaches
to preserving source location privacy. The notations and as-
sumptions, as well as the system model and the attacker model,
are given in section III. We formalize the source location
privacy problem in CPS in section IV and present the proposed
FSSE for preserving source location privacy in detail in section
V. Subsequently, the performance of the proposed FSSE is
compared with that of other typical algorithms via a simulation
study in section VI. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section
VII.

II. RELATED WORK

PR is a typical scheme for preserving source location
privacy in a network. The random walk, which can easily
cause the issue of unstable privacy, is a common method
adopted in PR. To address this problem, Kamat et al. [15]
propose a directed random walk mechanism that makes the
attacker be far from the real source with a greater probability.
Furthermore, Li et al. [16] and Kumar et al. [17] propose
multiple phantom nodes selected based on a directed random
walk, in which the characteristics of distance, angle, and phase
between nodes are considered to determine the candidate relay
nodes. Indeed, this method provides more stable privacy than
the previously pure random walk mechanism, but it increases
the hardware requirements and additional overhead.

Tree-based diversionary routing (TDR) is proposed in [18]
for improving location privacy and ensuring the network
lifetime. The main idea is to construct a backbone with
branches that contains both the real source and the phantom
node, and at the ends of the other branches are fake sources.
Due to the homogeneous property of the established tree
branches, the attacker cannot infer the real source location
from the transmitted messages and the features of the network
architecture. Nevertheless, the nodes must be location-aware,
and their constructed tree is complicated, which means the fake
source may not be extended to the network edge. Meanwhile,
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the dummy message mechanism is established by idle nodes
to entice the attacker, but it unintentionally increases the
communication overhead and transmission delay. Moreover,
the energy consumption and transmission delay are worse
than those of PR because the constructed backbone is not the
shortest path.

To solve the issue of higher energy consumption and trans-
mission delay in TDR, Jhumka et al. [19] formalize the fake
source selection as an NP-Complete problem while proposing
a heuristic algorithm called distributed fake source selection
algorithm. According to the local information (i.e., historical
state and state exchange message), each node determines
whether to be the fake source and then floods fake messages
periodically for the duration. From [19], we can see that broad-
casting fake messages with high frequency would enhance the
privacy but aggravate message collision. Thus, the privacy and
the network performance depend on the duration of the fake
source and the flooding frequency. Furthermore, Thomason
et al. [20] point out that increasing the broadcast rate of
fake messages would increase the probability of message
conflict, which would also indirectly reduce the source location
privacy. Therefore, Jhumka et al. [21] and Bradbury et al. [22]
propose an improved algorithm, i.e., an adaptive dynamic fake
source selection (DFSS), which provides a reasonable flooding
duration and frequency for fake messages. DFSS helps to
reduce the upper limit of transmission latency and enhance the
fake source privacy and network performance. However, DFSS
needs to flood the fake message several times, which means
the relay nodes will forward multiple fake messages several
times in one sample period, resulting in ten-fold greater energy
consumption.

The evolution of the attacker model and the game be-
tween the attacker and the privacy protection promote the
development of source location privacy studies. In [15], two
types of human behavior are simulated as the attacker model,
namely, patient adversary and cautious adversary. The patient
adversary performs better than the cautious adversary in PR.
Nevertheless, due to the immediate backtracks when listening
to a new message, there are several disadvantages for the
patient adversary. (1) It is sensitive when first listening to the
message, and the network knowledge is limited by the local
information. (2) It lacks a coping strategy for source privacy
protection as well as feedback and improvement for the attack.
Consequently, privacy-aware routings based on single or multi-
paths can defend against the patient adversary efficiently [23].

Compared with the limited-knowledge local attacker, more
threats exist in source location privacy preservation by a global
eavesdropper. To address the threats, Mehta et al. [14] and Hu
et al. [24] develop a solution for source location protection
from a network-wide perspective to fully deploy the security
mechanism across the network. These methods preserve source
location privacy against the global eavesdropper at the cost of
considerably reduced energy conservation. Therefore, a trade-
off between privacy and communication overhead in resource-
limited systems must be achieved.

Additionally, the global eavesdropper usually pays a higher
cost for deploying a large-scale network to intercept. Thus, it
is reasonable for a resource-limited adversary to establish an

optimal attack scheduling to maximize the attack effect [25].
However, to the best of our knowledge, minimal research on
the optimal attack has been performed. Generally, a traditional
eavesdropper determines the direction of backtracking to be
close to the source location by analyzing the network traffic.
To address such an attack, Fan et al. [26], [27] propose a
network-coding-based protocol. The packet is divided into
several parts to be transferred to the sink along multiple paths
and is then reconstructed. Traffic-analysis-based transmission
into groups could efficiently defend against the attacker, but it
may result in congestion and complicated data reconstruction.
Moreover, as far as the attacker is concerned, a directed
mobility strategy (i.e., backtracking) is adopted to get closer
to the data source by traffic analysis [18], which can further
help to obtain source location privacy.

In summary, PR and its improved methods sacrifice a
small amount of network performance to provide better source
location privacy. However, the provided privacy is relatively
unstable because of the randomness of the transmission path.
These methods cannot defend against multiple attackers or a
global eavesdropper effectively. The fake source mechanism
established by a certain selection method can confuse the
backtracking path of the global attacker by flooding dummy
data. This process clearly ensures the source location privacy,
but flooding fake messages at high frequency considerably
degrades the network performance. Therefore, modeling a real
attacker and improving the diffusion pattern of fake messages
may provide a better solution to enhance the performance of
the fake source scheduling mechanism.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Notations and Assumptions

In Table I, we list some frequently used notations, and
their specific meanings are further explained in the discussion
below. In addition, several assumptions are given as follows.

1) The source can be either a sensor node or an actuator.
2) Each device is equipped with a global clock for time

synchronization. The time overhead, other than commu-
nication between nodes, can be ignored.

3) Each node communicates with neighboring nodes in
radio frequency. The communication radius is the same
for each node. There is no additional overhead or latency
caused by abnormal conditions, such as packet loss,
message resending and collision.

4) The network is initialized to be connected and bidirec-
tional, and a message can be flooded to any other node.

5) The impact of the network topology construction on
the attacker can be ignored. The time spent and energy
consumed for topology construction are negligible.

6) All the attacker’s behaviors, such as monitoring, local-
ization, and backtracking, can be implemented within a
sampling period.

B. System framework

CPS is the core of networked control systems such as
industrial control and supervisory control and data acquisition
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TABLE I
FREQUENTLY USED NOTATIONS

Notaion Description

V a set of nodes
vi node i, vi ∈ V
B a set of backbones, B ⊆ V
F a set of fake sources, F ⊆ V
Ii the neighbors of node i
ei,j the link between vi and vj , ei,j ∈ {0, 1}
T (i) period i
Tmax the given maximum period
Tsafe the safety period
TR the transmission delay
T

(i)
R the transmission delay in period i
Ei the energy consumption
Ej

i the energy consumption in period j

[28]. In this paper, we focus on the source location privacy
problem in a context of the wireless networked control system
with delay. Fig.2 shows the system framework of CPS for
source location privacy, which can be abstracted from Fig.1.
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Fig. 2. The system framework of CPS for source location privacy.

As shown in Fig.2, CPS is an event-driven, discrete-
sampling system that includes nodes, the network and the
sink. Nodes are divided into sensor nodes and actuators:
the sensor nodes are used for gathering and transmitting
data and the actuators are used for receiving and performing
instructions. The network consists of wireless channels that
exchange messages according to routing rules. The sink, which
aggregates data and sends control instructions, is the control
center of the whole system.

In the context of discrete sampling systems, we establish a
data-driven periodic sampling model. As shown in Table II, the
clock is discretized into Tmax uniform time periods. During
each time period, all processes, including the behaviors of the
normal nodes and the attackers and message transmission, are
performed only once. In general, the time required to transmit
each message to the sink is less than a single sampling period.
Therefore, each message transmission is independent, with no
mutual interference in terms of latency and overhead.

C. CPS network model

1) Network model: The CPS network is composed of nodes
that can communicate with each other. Usually, each node has

TABLE II
A CPS MODEL WITH PERIODICAL SAMPLING

T (i) t0 t1 . . . tTmax

Source a0 a1 . . . aTmax

Routing r0 r1 . . . rTmax

Attacker h0 h1 . . . hTmax

Fake source f0 f1 . . . fTmax

its own identity and some computation capability. Nodes that
can communicate directly are called adjacent nodes.

2) Transmission delay: Let Ti,j(l, d) denote the transmis-
sion delay between nodes i and j when node i sends an l bit
packet to node j at distance d. The delay on link ei,j is given
by the following formula that considers antenna gain, antenna
height, system loss factor, etc. [29].

Ti,j (l, d) =
l · ti,j

1− exp (−0.5γi,j)
(1)

where ti,j is the receiving and processing time required for
each bit of data without interference, γi,j is the signal-to-
interference-noise ratio which is related to noise from the
environment and can be estimated by

γi,j =
pri,j

pe +
∑

k∈Ij ,k 6=i p
r
k,j

s.t. pri,j =

{
gi,j ·pt

i,j

d2 , d < d0
gi,j ·pt

i,j

d4 , d ≥ d0
(2)

where pri,j represents the signal power of the message sent
from node i to node j, which is related to wireless device gi,j
and transmitting power pti,j . pe is the noise power around node
j, and Ij represents the set of neighbor nodes of node j.

To simplify the transmission delay, the link quality and
message resending are not considered. The transmission delay
TR from the source to the sink can be formulated as a superpo-
sition of the single-hop communication delay on transmission
path (R) as follows:

TR =
∑

ei,j∈R
Ti,j (l, d) (3)

3) Communication overhead: We adopt the energy con-
sumption model in [30]. The energy dissipation of a node
for sending an l bit message a distance d and receiving the
message are, respectively, defined as

Et (l, d) =

{
l · Eelec + l · εfsd2, d < d0
l · Eelec + l · εmpd

4, d ≥ d0
(4)

Er (l, d) = l · Eelec (5)

Eelec is the energy dissipated per bit to run the transmitter
or the receiver, which depends on factors such as the digital
coding, modulation, filtering, and spreading of the signal. εfs
and εmp are the amplifier parameters, which depend on the
distance to the receiver and the acceptable bit-error rate.
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D. Routing rule

The routing is performed according to a rule of communi-
cation between nodes, which builds a path from the source to
the sink based on the current topology. With the synchronous
clock and the ideal transmission schedule, there is no idle time
spent while the source sends data to the sink. In this paper, we
assume that fake messages are broadcast only to neighbors and
are not transmitted to the sink. For example, in Fig.3, there
are five nodes in the network, where the blue node 2 and the
gray node 4 are the fake source and the dormant node in this
sampling interval, respectively. Note that Fig.3 is only a part
of a CPS network and shows only the current data flow at
a single moment. Relay node 3 receives real data from node
1 and a fake message from node 2 and then broadcasts the
real data to node 5 to complete the relay task. Thus, the fake
message starts at node 2 and ends at its neighbor node 3. By
contrast, the real data from node 1 can continue being sent to
the sink through node 5. The system feedback is transmitted
by the same path, from sink to source, when the controller
completes the real data.

E. Attacker model

An attacker in the network can use the surrounding wireless
signal to infer and trace back to the node location of the
broadcast message. Inspired by knowledge of existing works
[11], we propose a simple attacker model. Assume that the
attacker has no control and interferes with every node; si-
multaneously, the attacker also cannot verify the authenticity
of eavesdropped data. The only thing the attacker can do is
monitor the links between neighboring nodes located at the
current node’s position to infer the location of the signal
source. The backtracking iterates until the attacker finds the
location of the source.

Algorithm 1 The movement of the attacker
Require: Tmax

Return: Source location
1: for i = 1 to Tmax do
2: Listen(node in neighbors)
3: messages = ReceiveMessages()
4: nextLocation = InferImmediateSender(messages)
5: MoveTo(nextLocation)
6: if IsSource(nextLocation) then
7: return nextLocation
8: end if
9: end for

Algorithm 2 InferImmediateSender
Require: messages
Return: location

1: initialize a list LJ of location and probability
2: for message in messages do
3: location = Positioning(message)
4: LJ.append(location, random())
5: end for
6: return location with largest probability in LJ

As described in Algorithm 1, we use a random walk [31]
as the backtracking mode of the attacker. In each sampling
period, the attacker listens to the surroundings and determines
the next location. Specifically, InferImmediateSender() is an
equiprobability-based function used for inferring the location
of the message source. Its pseudocode is given in Algorithm
2. Afterwards, the attacker evaluates whether the relay node
is real and then moves to the next node.

IV. SOURCE LOCATION PRIVACY IN CPS

A. Optimization objective

In this paper, we focus on the privacy-aware algorithm while
considering the high real-time requirements and the minimum
energy consumption of the system. The objective of our
method can be regarded as achieving a trade-off among source
location privacy, transmission delay, and average network
energy consumption.

1) Source location privacy: The safety period, Tsafe, is the
number of periods before the source node is identified by the
attacker. Clearly, the worst case for the attacker is to capture
the source after traversing the entire network. Therefore, the
safety period is generally limited. We assume that the data
source is generated so frequently that the attacker can only
backtrack once in a sampling period. Thus, the safety period
can be maximized as

maxTsafe (6)

where Tsafe ≤ Tmax, Tmax is the potential maximum
safety period which is a constant. In the ideal scenario, the
safety period can be set to a large value without considering
node failure. However, a high maximum safety period may
result in a large amount of computational overhead. Therefore,
combined with the node’s lifetime, the boundary of the safety
period (i.e., Tmax) is determined by enumeration with the
minimum simulation time to ensure the value is as large as
possible.

2) Transmission delay: Different routing protocols have
different delays because of the different MAC protocols and
hop counts, as well as the transmission loss and abnormality
caused by the outer environments. We discuss the delay caused
by message transmission during the safety period, i.e., the time
from the start of the route to the capture of the source. To
minimize the transmission delay, we have

minTR = minmax
j
T

(j)
R , j = 1, 2, · · · , Tsafe (7)

where T (j)
R is the delay in period j on path R, and its maxi-

mum value is used for the evaluation metric of the transmission
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delay of the routing protocol. In this paper, to simplify the
transmission, we do not consider the additional delay caused
by the link quality and the retransmission mechanism.

3) Energy consumption: The energy consumption of the
node is constrained by the battery, which means battery ex-
haustion impacts communication in the network and degrades
its coverage. Thus, the privacy-aware algorithm should reduce
the additional overhead to prolong the network lifetime. We
denote Ei as the maximum average overhead per period when
the first battery runs out of power. The objective of minimizing
energy consumption can be expressed as

minEi = min
1

Tsafe
max

1≤i≤|V |

Tsafe∑
j=1

E
(j)
i (8)

where E(j)
i refers to the overhead of node i in period j that

results from data processes such as broadcasting, receiving,
and aggregation. Specifically, the analysis and processing of
fake messages are regarded parts of data fusion.

Consequently, the final main goal of the privacy-aware
algorithm can be summarized as

Multi-Objective =


maxTsafe

minTR = minmax
j
T

(j)
R

minEi

(9)

s.t. j = 1, 2, · · · , Tsafe

B. Fake source scheduling

The fake source is chosen based on the message transmis-
sion path to enhance the privacy of the traditional routing
protocol; however, it generates additional delay and energy
consumption. To address these issues, we include a fake source
scheduling mechanism in the privacy preservation process.
Fig.4 shows the fake source scheduling model for source
location privacy in CPS. There are 5 nodes in the network,
and the attacker and data source are located on nodes 0 and 3,
respectively. The rest of the nodes (i.e., nodes 1, 2, and 4) are
fake source candidates that can be chosen to broadcast fake
messages to confuse the attacker. For example, when node 3
sends a message, in Fig.4, in period t1, nodes 2 and 4 become
fake sources and broadcast fake messages. Meanwhile, the
attacker can receive all the signals from nodes 2, 3 and 4.
Since the attacker cannot identify whether the data are real
without the access records of the message source location, it
uses a random strategy to move to fake source node 2. In this
case, the model successfully achieves the goal of enticing the
attacker by broadcasting fake messages. Therefore, combined
with the case study, the problem of the fake source scheduling
can be defined as how to select a node when broadcasting fake
messages at any moment. As for the strategy of broadcasting
fake messages, we design an algorithm by modeling the
behavior of the attacker.

The strategy set of the fake source scheduling can be divided
into the backbone (B) and fake sources (F ). The backbone
consists of the real source, the relay node and the sink, and the
fake sources cannot cover the backbone, i.e., F ⊆ V−B. Thus,

1
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Fig. 4. An overview of fake source scheduling.

the objective of the privacy-aware algorithm can be formulated
as

Multi-Objective = Multi-Objective(B,F ) (10)

In Eq. (10), we define a multi-objective integer program-
ming model with respect to B and F for the SLP problem. The
solution space is huge when the number of nodes (|V |) and
the number of sampling periods (Tmax) are large. In such a
scenario, a long time is required to obtain the optimal solution
since the calculation complexity is high.

V. THE PROPOSED PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNIQUE

In this section, a novel fake source scheduling algorithm
(FSSE) is discussed for solving the proposed multi-objective
integer programming model to achieve source location privacy
and ensure low transmission delay and energy consumption.
The FSSE algorithm consists of two main phases, namely,
backbone construction and fake message scheduling.

A. Backbone construction

Backbone construction aims to build a transmission path
between the source and the sink, which directly influences the
source location privacy and the network performance. Usually,
the attacker can quickly infer the source location from a short
path, which results in low privacy. By contrast, a long path
provides better privacy but also result in an additional latency
and overhead. Therefore, how to design the length of the
transmission path while ensuring sufficient idle nodes on the
path to act as fake sources is the main problem to be solved
in backbone construction. This process requires a trade-offs
among privacy, latency, and overhead.

Many techniques can be used to build various backbones
within a connected network. As shown in Fig.5, three types
of backbones are derived from the connected network: the first
backbone is composed of nodes 6 and 7, the second backbone
includes nodes 7, 6, 4 and 5, and the third backbone includes
nodes 6 and 7. The first backbone has the least hops, and the
second backbone has the most hops. Assume that node 1 is the
source, node 7 is the sink, and the attacker is initially located at
the sink. From the perspective of transmission delay, the longer
the path is, the higher the delay of the backbone. In Fig.5, the
second backbone has the largest latency, but it also provides
the best privacy because the attacker has a 1/24 probability
of capturing the source by randomly selecting a relay node
with equal probability in the backbone. By contrast, the first
backbone provides the worst privacy because the attacker has a
1/6 probability of capturing the source. The third backbone is
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Fig. 5. Various backbones derived from a connected network.

a better choice due to the 1/12 capture probability. Therefore,
the expected probability of being captured, namely, E(B), can
be estimated by

E(B) =
∏

bi∈B−A

E(bi)

=
∏

bi∈B−A

1

|Ibi |
(11)

where bi is a node among the backbone other than the source
(A), and Ibi is the neighbors of node bi. According to (11),
we propose a path search method for minimizing the source
capture probability of the backbone, as depicted in Algorithm
3.

Algorithm 3 Backbone construction
Require: A connected network G, a source A, a sink S, a likelihood

threshold CE , a max step Lmax.
Return: A backbone connected source and sink.

1: Queue.push((S, level = 0))
2: while Queue is not empty do
3: u, level = Queue.pop()
4: u broadcasts (id, level) within its radius
5: for vi in nodes which got the (id, level) do
6: vi updates its neighbors table
7: if vi is not visited then
8: Queue.push((vi, level +1))
9: end if

10: end for
11: end while
12: repeat
13: target, former = searchDeepFirst(u, former, S.level, 1.0)
14: Lmax += 1
15: until sink.likelihood ≤ CE

16: return former

In Algorithm 3, as inspired by the breadth-first search
method, the message broadcast starts at the sink. Subsequently,
the message, including the id and the level, is flooded to
the other nodes, where the level is the least hops to the
sink. When the node receives the message, it calculates the
hops to the sink using the level value in the message. After

Algorithm 4 searchDeepFirst
1: function SEARCHDEEPFIRST(u, former, Lmax, target)
2: u broadcast(id, Lmax, u.likelihood)
3: for vi in nodes which get the (id, Lmax, u.likelihood) do
4: if vi not visited or former.length + vi.level ≤ Lmax then
5: vi.likelihood = u.likelihood/|Ii|
6: former.append(vi)
7: if vi is sink then
8: target = min(vi.likelihood, target)
9: return target, former

10: else
11: target, newformer = searchDeepFirst(vi, former,
12: Lmax, target)
13: if target ≤ CE then
14: return target, newformer
15: end if
16: end if
17: former.pop()
18: end if
19: end for
20: return target, former
21: end function

constructing the network hierarchy (i.e., tree topology), as
specified in Algorithm 4, we use the depth-first search to
find a path from the source to the sink, which satisfies the
captured probability threshold, as a channel for uploading data.
During the depth-first search, the source as the start node
broadcasts the construction message, including the maximum
steps, traversed path and probability. When the neighboring
node receives the message, it estimates the capture probability
by Eq. (11) and then broadcasts the updated message. Once
the sink receives the construction message, it determines the
backbone path based on whether the capture is equal to or less
than the given threshold. Specifically, if the minimum capture
probability is larger than the threshold CE , then the maximum
length of the backbone increases. For a backbone constrained
by the threshold CE , we analyze the sensitivity of threshold
CE in the subsequent simulation.

B. Fake message scheduling

The backbone construction not only satisfies the given ex-
pected probability of being captured but also achieves the goal
of approximately optimal transmission delay. In general, there
are always enough neighboring nodes around the backbone.
According to the formula of the transmission delay, all spare
nodes that are adjacent to the backbone can act as fake sources
and broadcast fake messages, which enhances the privacy
but aggravates the delay and does not satisfy the real-time
requirement. On the other hand, if there are no additional fake
sources other than the neighboring nodes of the backbone,
then the attacker will backtrack to the backbone after one
hop. To address the issue, we propose an optimal fake source
scheduling scheme by modeling the movement of the attacker
as a Markov chain to simulate the backtracking of the attacker.
The movement model is used for estimating the attacker’s
transition between neighboring nodes and for inferring the
attacker’s location.

Lemma 1: The movement of an attacker walking randomly
with equal link probability in a CPS network is subject to the
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Markov property: it is a Markov chain.
Proof: Given a network, the node locations that an

attacker can move to are expressed as vj ∈ X , where X
denotes the state space of the attacker and X = {v1, . . . , v|V |}.
Due to the independence between each of the attacker’s
backtracking steps, the transition relationship between the state
space satisfies

P
{
Xi+1 = vj |X1 = vi1 , · · · , Xi−1 = vii−1

, Xi = vi
}

= P {Xi+1 = vj |Xi = vi}

Therefore, the movement of the attacker is a Markov chain
subject to the Markov property. Furthermore, the state space
can be expressed as

P = [pi,j ]|V |×|V | (12)
s.t. pi,j = P{Xn+1 = vj |Xn = vi}

=

{ 1
|Ii|+1 vj ∈ Ii ∪ {vi}

0 otherwise

Assume that the CPS network is a connected graph that has
both up and down channels in all wireless links. Given an
initial node i, any other nodes on the connected graph has a
connected path to node i so that it can start from node i and
reach node j within a certain time t. Node i is reachable to
node j. Similarly, node j is reachable to node i. Therefore,
node i and j are connected, which means any two nodes in
the connected graph are connected.

Lemma 2: The movement of backtracking mode, which
aims to capture the source node, has a state space containing
an absorbing state.

Proof: According to Lemma 1, the attacker’s backtracking
movement in the network is a Markov chain. The attacker’s
goal is to reach the location of the source and capture it.
When the attacker reaches the source node for the first time, it
will not move to another node. Therefore, the source location
is a closed set that has a single state, i.e., vi, which is an
absorbing state. Because the CPS network we consider has
only a single source, there is only one absorbing state in the
attacker’s backtracking process. Consequently, the transition
probability of the absorbing state is

pi,j =

{
1 j = i
0 j 6= i

(13)

Lemma 3: For any given nodes i and j, there exists a time
Ti,j(ω) (Ti,j(ω) <∞) that the attacker backtracks to node j
for the first time starting from node i (other than the source
location). Ti,j(ω), called the first-passage time, is defined as

Ti,j (ω) = min {n : X0 = i,Xn (ω) = j, n ≥ 1} (14)

where X0 is the initial state, and Xn(ω) is the state at time n
from the initial state through the state transition strategy ω.

Proof: According to the definition of a connected graph,
any two nodes, other than the source node, are connected, and
any other node can reach the source node. Therefore, there
must be a time at which backtracking to node j occurs for the
first time starting from node i (except the source location).

Furthermore, in light of Lemma 1, we can see that the
movement of the attacker is a Markov chain. Consequently,
according to the definition of the first-passage time in a
Markov chain, the attacker’s backtracking mode by state
transition satisfies Eq. (14).

Theorem 1: For any given nodes i and j, there is an
attacker’s first-passage probability from node i to node j,
where i, j ∈ V and node i cannot be the source. The first-
passage probability can be expressed as

f
(n)
i,j = P {Ti,j = n|X0 = i} (15)

Proof: On the basis of Lemma 3, there is a first-passage
time (Ti,j(ω)) starting from vi (position of node i) to reach vj
(position of node j), where vi is not the source location. As
indicated by the Markov property of the attacker’s movement,
the first-passage probability at time n exists and satisfies Eq.
(15).

Furthermore, for any nodes i and j (i, j ∈ V ), 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞,
the first-passage probability satisfies

p
(n)
i,j =

∑n

l=1
f
(l)
i,j p

(n−l)
j,j (16)

where p(0)j,j = 1.
From Theorem 1, we can obtain the average transition time

(µi,j), namely, the conditional mathematical expectation of
Ti,j , which can be expressed as

µi,j = E {Ti,j |X0 = i} = lim
Tmax→∞

∑Tmax

n=1
nf

(n)
i,j (17)

µi,j can be used to estimate the expected time at which
the attacker first arrives at the source from an initial location.
This value employed to determine the safety period of the
source location privacy. To maximize the privacy, we set the
optimization objective of the average transition time as

max
[pi,j ]

∗
µStart,Asset ([pi,j ]) (18)

where µStart,Asset is the average transition time required for
the attacker to arrive at the source (namely, Asset) from an
initial node (namely, Start). Then, the fake message scheduling
is modeled as an issue of state transition evaluation.

In the fake message scheduling stage, the goal of state
transition matrix estimation is to construct communication
links between the nodes. As the network scale increases,
the computational complexity of the traditional methods for
topology construction increases, and there is no guarantee
the optimal solution will be found within a bounded time.
Moreover, the trade-off among source location privacy, trans-
mission delay and energy consumption makes the optimiza-
tion objective more complicated. Consequently, a heuristic
algorithm is an available and efficient way to achieve the
approximately optimal solution. Recently, studies have shown
that topology control has achieved considerable progress in
terms of energy efficiency and low-delay transmission in net-
worked systems [32], [33]. Considering the topology control
as the framework and the maximum average transition time
as the optimization objective, we propose a fake message
scheduling scheme to achieve a trade-off among privacy level,
transmission delay, and energy consumption. The scheme
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is a probabilistic selection-based distributed fake message
scheduling mechanism, in which each spare node calculates
the probability of being a fake source in every period with
respect to the self and neighboring states and then determines
whether to broadcast the fake message.

Let the probability of broadcasting the fake message vi be
denoted as

p
T (l)
i =

p
T (l)
i (α)

p
T (l)
i (β)

(19)

=
α exp

|IBi |
|Ii|

β exp
1−

rankE
vi

|Ii| +(1− β) expC(p
T (l−1)
i )−

|IC
i
|

|Ii|

where α and β are the weight of a proportion of the backbone
set of neighbors and the weight of the transmission delay and
energy consumption, respectively, where α, β ∈ [0, 1]. Both α
and β are estimated and discussed in the subsequent sensitivity
analysis. IBi refers to the neighboring backbone set of vi, and
rankEvi

denotes the residual energy of vi in the rank with its
neighbors, e.g., rankEvi

= 1 if vi has more residual energy than
the neighboring nodes in the current period. ICi represents
the set of neighboring nodes of vi that broadcast the fake
message in the previous period. C(pT (l−1)

i ) denotes a binary
function indicating whether vi broadcasts the fake message in
the previous period

C(p
T (l−1)
i ) =

{
1 if vi broadcast at the previous period
0 otherwise

(20)
As shown in Eq. (19), several factors influence the proba-

bility of broadcasting the fake messages, such as the number
of neighboring backbone nodes, the energy consumption of
a node and its neighbors, and the status of the fake message
broadcasting in the previous period. The greater the number of
neighboring backbone nodes is, the higher the probability that
a node broadcasts the fake message. By contrast, the lower
the energy consumption and the number of fake messages
broadcast by itself and its neighbors in the previous period
are, the lower the probability. Therefore, a node with a greater
number of neighboring backbone nodes or higher residual
energy or a node that has not broadcast any fake messages but
whose neighbors have broadcast many fake messages in the
previous period will be a fake source with a higher probability.

In addition, the bound of pT (l)
i is determined by α and β.

We can obtain the bounded values of pT (l)
i in terms of the

status of the neighbors as follows:

p
T (l)
i =

p
T (l)
i (α)

p
T (l)
i (β)

∈
(
α

exp
,

α exp

β + (1− β) / exp

]
= (Low,Up] (21)

where p
T (l)
i ≤ 1 and β ∈ [0, 1], such that Up ∈

[α/ exp, α exp]. Then, α ≤ 1/ exp can be determined. There-
fore, α ∈ [0, 1/ exp], β ∈ [0, 1].

Ultimately, we propose a fake message scheduling scheme
in which the event in each period contains three main phases.
Step 1: each node broadcasts a query for updating the status of

Algorithm 5 Fake message scheduling
Require: A connected network G, a backbone connected source and

sink, constants α, β.
1: Queue.push((sink, level = 0))
2: for l = 1 to Tmax do
3: for vi in V and vi is not in backbone do
4: broadcast query to neighbors
5: update rankEvi , ICi , C(p

T (l−1)
i )

6: if l == 1 then
7: calculate IBi
8: end if
9: calculate pT (l)

i by using Eq. (19)
10: generate a random number RAND within [0, 1)

11: if RAND < p
T (l)
i then

12: vi becomes a fake source at period l
13: end if
14: end for
15: send data from source to sink along backbone
16: end for

the neighboring nodes. Step 2: each node calculates pT (l)
i and

then determines whether to become a fake source. Step 3: the
source transmits the data along the backbone while the fake
sources broadcast fake messages. Then, the process enters the
next period and returns to step 1. The pseudocode of the fake
message scheduling is given in Algorithm 5.

VI. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation configuration and evaluation metrics

In this section, simulations are conducted to validate the
performance of the FSSE algorithm. The specific parameters
of the configuration and the compared algorithms are shown in
Table III, Table IV, and Table V. First, a sensitivity analysis of
FSSE is conducted to obtain the optimal captured probability
threshold CE and to adjust coefficients α and β. Then, the
FSSE algorithm is compared with PR [15], TDR [18] and
DFSS [22] in terms of source location privacy, transmission
delay, and energy consumption. In addition, to eliminate the
randomness and occasionality, each group of experiments
to verify the performance is performed using 50 connected
networks. All simulation results are presented as the average
values to ensure the rationality of the experiments.

TABLE III
THE SPECIFIC SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Description Value

NodeNumber number of nodes 1000
AreaLength length of area 1000 m
SinkPosition location of sink (333,0)
SourcePosition location of source (-333,0)
InitEnergy initial energy of a node 1 J
Radius maximum transmitting radius 50 m
InitAttackerPos initial location of the attacker (333,0)
Tmax maximum period 2000
Emin lower bound of energy 0.01 J
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Fig. 6. Performance analysis under different CE .
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Fig. 7. Performance analysis under different α.
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Fig. 8. Performance analysis under different β.

TABLE IV
THE MODEL PARAMETERS

Notation Description Value

Eelec energy dissipated per bit 50 nJ/bit
εfs radio amplifier energy in free space 10 pJ/bit/m4

εmp radio amplifier energy with 0.0013 pJ/bit/m2

Rayleigh fading
Eda energy for data aggregation 5 nJ/bit/signal
d0 crossover distance 231 m
ti,j packet forwarding capacity 100 ns/bit
pe noise power for the environment 0
gi,j parameter of wireless device 9.488×10−5m2(d < d0)

5.0625m4(d ≥ d0)
pti,j transmitting power 5 nJ/bit/signal

B. Analysis of the sensitivity parameters

We focus on discussing the sensitive parameters, including
the captured probability threshold CE in backbone construc-
tion and the adjustment of coefficients α and β, with respect
to the performance of the FSSE algorithm. Assume that these
parameters are mutually independent, which can be analyzed
by controlling the variables as follows.

TABLE V
THE PARAMETERS OF THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS

Method Parameter Description Value

Kamat P. [15] hwalk steps of random walk 10
Long J. [18] hwalk steps of random walk 10

Φ steps to select a relay node 5
k number of branches in 0.65

each ring
θ flag of direction 0.2
∆T duration of each tree 10

Bradbury M. [22] None None None

1) To study the effect of CE , with α = 0.02 and β = 0.80,
CE = {10−i|i = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 64}.

2) To study the effect of α, with CE = 10−32 and β =
0.80, α = {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 0.20}.

3) To study the effect of β, with CE = 10−32 and α =
0.02, β = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 1.0}.

Note that the box plots are drawn for groups of performance
scores, which enables us to study the distributed characteristics
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of a group of scores as well as the levels of the scores. In
the box plots, the sorted scores are divided into four equal-
sized groups into which 25% of all the scores are placed. The
lines dividing the groups are called quartiles, and the groups
are referred to as quartile groups. The black crosses represent
results far greater than and far less than the average. The red
line added to each subfigure indicates the average value of the
test performance.

Fig.6 shows the impacts of different CE values on the
privacy level (i.e., safety period), transmission delay, and
energy consumption. The safety period shows an increasing
trend in Fig.6(a) as the captured probability threshold CE

decreases exponentially. Some fluctuating points are observed
at several few safety periods, e.g., a shorter safety period
occurs if CE = 10−10 or 10−12, and a longer safety period is
obtained if CE = 10−38 or 10−50. As shown in Fig.6(b), the
transmission delay shows a minor increase with decreasing
CE because a smaller CE may lead to a longer backbone,
which increases both the number of hops between the source
and the sink and the transmission time. Fig.6(c) shows that the
change in CE has almost no influence on energy consumption,
which demonstrates that the length of the backbone has little
impact on energy consumption when the paths are close to
each other. Consequently, the CE influences mainly privacy
and delay: the safety period can increase by a factor of two
and the transmission delay can increase by a factor of five as
CE decreases. Finally, we choose CE = 10−40 to achieve a
trade-off between the safety period and transmission delay.

In Fig.7, we can see the relationships between α and
the privacy level, transmission delay and energy consump-
tion. Fig.7(a) shows an optimal α (namely, α∗, and α∗ ∈
[0.02, 0.06]) that maximizes the privacy level exists. Further-
more, Fig.7(b) and Fig.7(c) indicate that both the transmission
delay and energy consumption increase as α increases from
0.02 to 0.06. The largest transmission delay is at least as twice
the minimum delay, while the largest energy consumption
is at most a quarter more than the smallest. Clearly, the
impact of α on the transmission delay is greater than that
on energy consumption. According to Eq. (19), nodes that are
adjacent to the backbone with a large pT (l)

i generate plenty of
fake sources, so both the transmission delay of the backbone
and the energy consumption decrease. Therefore, we choose
α = 0.02 to satisfy both the transmission delay and energy
consumption.

Fig.8 shows the impact of different β values on the privacy
level, transmission delay, and energy consumption. In Fig.8(a),
there is an optimal β that achieves the best privacy (namely,
β∗, β∗ ∈ [0.2, 0.7]). The median safety period increases with
increasing β, but the privacy become more unstable. Since
a large β tends to increase p

T (l)
i (β) in Eq. (19), it reduces

the probability that nodes broadcast fake messages. Therefore,
the number of fake sources will decrease, which results in a
fake-source hole in the initial execution phase. By contrast,
Fig.8(b) and Fig.8(c) show that the FSSE algorithm incurs
a small reduction in transmission delay and a large drop in
energy consumption, e.g., the energy consumption for β = 0.7
is 20% less than for β = 0.2. A small β appears to be better,
but the privacy tends to become more unstable. Consequently,

we select β = 0.6 to ensure a stable privacy level and achieve
the trade-offs with the other performance metrics.

In accordance with the aforementioned discussion, we
choose the optimal values for sensitive parameters, which are
summarized in Table VI, as the settings for the comparison
experiments with the other algorithms.

TABLE VI
THE OPTIMAL PARAMETERS OF FSSE

Parameter CE α β

Value 10−40 0.02 0.60

C. Performance Evaluation

The proposed FSSE algorithm is compared with three other
algorithms: PR, TDR, and DFSS. In this paper, we focus on the
safety period (i.e., privacy level), the transmission delay and
energy consumption performance of the four algorithms. The
simulation results are obtained from 50 randomly generated
networks, which are shown in Fig.9 to Fig.14.
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Fig.9 compares the safety periods of the four algorithms,
which verifies the privacy-aware effectiveness. Clearly, the
proposed FSSE algorithm has a much longer safety period than
PR and DFSS and a slightly longer than TDR. On the other
hand, several situations of low safety periods are observed for
all four algorithms. Even FSSE has 4 cases with a short safety
period because the number of fake sources may be less initially
when using a random scheduling strategy while the generated
fake sources are simultaneously far from the backbone. As
a result, the fake sources adjacent to the backbone cannot
efficiently entice the attacker, so the source location is quickly
found by the attacker. FSSE still has the best privacy-aware
performance among the algorithms. By contrast, DFSS has the
lowest privacy-aware capability, mainly due to the uncertainty
of the attacker’s random walk. Since the fake sources flood
an abundance of fake messages, they increase the energy
consumption of each node, as well as node failures. Therefore,
FSSE achieves a high level of privacy preservation with little
additional communication overhead.

Furthermore, we analyze the capability of the four algo-
rithms to confuse the attacker on the basis of the minimum
number of hops between the source and the attacker. Usually,
the greater the minimum number of hops between the source
and the attacker is, the better the capability to confuse the
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attacker. As shown in Fig.10, PR provides the worst case,
which demonstrates that it cannot confuse the attacker effi-
ciently. By contrast, DFSS achieves the best results, effectively
keeping the attacker away from the source. On the basis of the
above analysis, the safety period in DFSS is short, enabling
the attacker to backtrack only for a short duration. Therefore,
DFSS would not achieve better privacy-preserving capability
even if it has a larger minimum number of hops between
the source and the attacker. Both FSSE and TDR protect the
source by making the attacker backtrack via certain hops. The
proposed FSSE can ensure that the source is not captured
by the attacker even when the number of hops between the
source and the attacker is less than 5 because we take the
previously broadcast fake messages into consideration, which
makes the distribution of fake sources approximately uniform.
Consequently, the nearly uniform density efficiently entices the
attacker to fake sources and ensures a high level of privacy in
every period.
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Fig. 11. The transmission delay under
different methods.
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Fig. 12. The maximum number of
hops between the sink and the source.

Fig.11 and Fig.12 show the transmission delay performance,
i.e., the latency and the number of hops from the source to the
sink, of the four algorithms. As shown in Fig.11, both PR and
DFSS provide lower latency than FSSE. Meanwhile, TDR has
the longest latency. In Fig.12, DFSS has the shortest backbone,
and the FSSE has the longest backbone. DFSS constructs the
shortest path between the source and the sink by implementing
flooding routing. PR and TDR introduce a random walk for
selecting a phantom node, which increases the number of hops.
Usually, a longer backbone improves privacy. FSSE constructs
the longest backbone, but only a small number of fake sources
are used for enticing the attacker. Therefore, FSSE uses fake
message scheduling to avoid the additional transmission delay
caused by the longer backbone, which results in a delay far
less than that of DFSS.
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Fig. 13. The energy consumption un-
der different methods.
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Fig. 14. The average number of fake
messages broadcast in each period.

Fig.13 and Fig.14 show the energy consumption, i.e., the
network lifetime and the number of fake messages broadcast,

under the four algorithms. As shown in Fig.13, the energy
consumption of FSSE is second only to PR. However, FSSE
provides more stable energy dissipation compared with the
overhead in PR. A probability-based selection is employed to
schedule fake sources, that is, no node is always broadcasting
fake messages. Thus, scheduling idle nodes only slightly
increases energy consumption; nevertheless, the main energy
consumption is a result of transmitting the data on the back-
bone.

Fig.14 shows a positive correlation between the number
of fake messages and the communication overhead. Because
no fake messages are broadcast, PR has the minimum com-
munication overhead, but its privacy level is unstable. Com-
pared with TDR and DFSS, FSSE broadcasts the fewest fake
messages and achieves the lowest communication cost. The
average number of fake messages broadcast is less than 13,
which indicates that the proportion of fake sources in the
network is less than 1.3%. Consequently, we also find that
the number of fake sources near the backbone is too small to
result in substantially more overhead on the backbone.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we address the problem of scheduling fake
sources to enhance source location privacy and maintain sys-
tem performance. FSSE is proposed to defend the sources of
cyber-physical systems against a random-walking attacker. The
proposed algorithm contains two main phases. First, backbone
construction is presented considering the likelihood of captur-
ing the source. Fake message scheduling then is established
based on the hypothesized location of the attacker, which is
evaluated by using stochastic processes. The simulation results
show that FSSE efficiently defends against the attacker and
has a more stable privacy level and a more efficient system
performance (with respect to transmission delay and energy
consumption) than the compared algorithms: PR, TDR, and
DFSS.

However, the limitations of this study are as follows. (1)
The proposed algorithm is only built for a wireless network
environment with sensors and actuators. (2) The effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm is verified in simulation, but we
do not prove the efficiency in the real physical world, such
as the actual environment with full of the interference and
background noise. (3) The efficiency of the proposed algorithm
under the attacker model with active learning capability is not
further proved. Therefore, in view of the difference between
simulation and real-world applications, we make a follow-up
future work: (1) Building small and medium-sized process
industrial control systems that are close to smart factories, such
as the testbed of the water-level control system. (2) Studying
the hybrid mode of the possible network and physical attacks,
and build an attacker model based on active learning. (3)
Establishing a smart offensive and defensive game model for
complex systems.
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